COLM R TOURISM
PRIVATE GUIDED TOURS

www.tourisme-colmar.com

DISCOVERY TOURS 1h (example of tours)
MUST OF COLMAR

UNTERLINDEN MUSEUM
Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

AIn the pedestrian alleys, let us to tell you, the fascinating story of Colmar, its
picturesque districts at the traditional half-timbered houses, its sumptuous
historic houses and its remarkable monuments.
CHARMING LIGHTS : Enjoy the night tour of the city
Price of the Academy of Street Arts Entertainments – only Friday and Saturday nights and during events

UNUSUAL

Move away from the traditional circuit and visit Colmar differently.
Curiosities of the city and secret places will be revealed.

CORPORATE BRANDS (SIGNS)

A visit to admire the remarkable polychromatic compositions and
understand the corporate and craft history of a street or a district.

SPRING

New in 2016: the museum doubles its exhibition space!
Find essential Issenheim Altarpiece, the modern art, the tapestry of Guernica
and the Dubuffet collection...

BARTHOLDI MUSEUM
Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

Enter the birthplace of the creator of the Statue of Liberty and discover the
secrets of this amazing story. Sketches, models and personal effects of
the sculptor will be presented.

DOMINICAN CHURCH
Entrance to the Church in addition - 25 people maximum

Enter in this old church of the XIIIth century whose choir shelters a
remarkable altarpiece of 1473: the «Virgin at the Rosebush» of Martin
Schongauer.

TOY MUSEUM
Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

During the event

During the event «Colmar celebrates the spring” your guide suggests to
discover the old town, while revealing the traditions of spring and local
customs of Easter.

MAGIC CHRISTMAS

Return to childhood or make discover to the youngest, the great history of the toy
over time. The various collections are for all generations: trains, dolls, building
sets, video games, board games, stuffed animals.

HANSI MUSEUM

Entrance to the museum in addition - 15 people maximum

During the event

During the Advent period, enjoy the tradition of Christmas in Alsace with
a guided tour in the typical alleys and discover the city in its wintry magic
decoration.

“Hansi” tell us testimonies on the popular traditions and daily life in the Alsatian
villages in the 19th century. Naive and incisive the draftsman presents a magical
world for children and caustic reading on the annexation of Alsace for adults.

TO KNOW MORE ABOUT IT TOURS 2h (example of tours)
COLMAR IN PANORAMIC VIEW

MUST OF COLMAR & 1 MUSEUM
Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

In the pedestrian alleys, let us to tell you, the fascinating story of Colmar, its
picturesque districts at the traditional half-timbered houses, its sumptuous
historic houses and its remarkable monuments. Of the bank “of Sinn” up to
the famous district of ”Little Venice” and symbolic bank “de la Poissonnerie”
, Colmar will have no more secrets for you !

UNTERLINDEN MUSEUM

Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

New in 2016: the museum doubles its exhibition space!
The museum offers a trail retracing nearly 7000 years of history, from the
Prehistory to the 20th century art. In the medieval cloister is presented
the art of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The contemporary wing
is the new case of the major artists of the 20th century such as Monet, de
Staël, Picasso, and Dubuffet...

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF BARTHOLDI
Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

Enter the native home of Bartholdi transformed into museum: sketches,
models and personal effects of the sculptor as well as the secrets of the
incredible story of the Statue of Liberty will be revealed to you. The visit
continues with a walk through town to discover the many works of the
sculptor who allows you to enjoy the charm of Colmar and the strong link
between the artist and his hometown.

In the pedestrian alleys, let us to tell you, the fascinating story of Colmar, its
picturesque districts at the traditional half-timbered houses, its sumptuous
historic houses and its remarkable monuments. Then let us guide you in one
of the museums in Colmar: Unterlinden, Bartholdi or the Dominican church.

2 MUSEUMS

Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

Colmar proposes a rich cultural offer, art collections of the Rhine, modern,
Dubuffet and the tapestry of Guernica ... the museum Unterlinden , to the
sculptor Bartholdi and the incredible story of the Statue of Liberty by visiting
the native house of the artist and the wonderful altarpiece of the «Virgin
at the rosebush» of Martin Schongauer presented in the Dominican church.

1 TRADITIONAL VILLAGE ON THE WINE ROAD
Time and travel expenses in addition

Immersion in rural and picturesque Alsace with a visit at the choice of :
Turckheim, one of the few cities in France with a night watchman
Eguisheim, chosen as “One of the most beautiful villages in France”
Kaysersberg and its unusual fortified bridge
Riquewihr and its impressive entrance “the Dolder”
These villages are authentic pearls of the vineyard.

IN DEPTH TOURS 3h (example of tours)
MUST OF COLMAR & 1 VILLAGE ON THE WINE ROUTE

The “must” of Colmar, capital of Alsace wines, will be presented to you by your guide to continue on the Wine Route with a bucolic walk and join one of the «
Pearls of the vineyard « to soak up the local culture and understand the role of the vineyard, the vine growing in the development of the region.

COLMAR IN PANORAMIC VIEW & 1 MUSEUM Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

In the pedestrian alleys, let us to tell you the fascinating story of Colmar, its picturesque districts at the traditional half-timbered houses, its sumptuous historic
houses and its remarkable monuments. Of the bank” of Sinn” up to the famous district of ”Little Venice” and symbolic bank “de la Poissonnerie” , Colmar
will have no more secrets for you ! Then take time to visit one of the museums in Colmar with your guide : Unterlinden, Bartholdi or the Dominican church.

UNTERLINDEN MUSEUM

Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

New in 2016: the museum doubles its exhibition space!
The museum offers a trail retracing nearly 7000 years of history, from the Prehistory to the 20th century art. In the medieval cloister is presented the
art of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The contemporary wing is the new case of the major artists of the 20th century such as Monet, de Staël,
Picasso, and Dubuffet...

HALF DAY TOURS 4h (example of tours)
3 MUSEUMS

Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

100 % museum this program will allow you to discover the collections of Unterlinden, Rhine, modern art, Dubuffet, tapestry of Guernica... The Dominican
church and the «Virgin at the rosebush» as well as the Bartholdi museum and the secrets of the statue of Liberty.

THE MUST OF COLMAR, 1 VILLAGE & 1 MUSEUM

Entrance to the museum in addition - 25 people maximum

In the pedestrian alleys, let us to tell you, the fascinating story of Colmar, its picturesque districts at the traditional half-timbered houses, its sumptuous
historic houses and its remarkable monuments. Continue with a visit to a museum of Colmar of your choice and escape on the Wine Route.

ON THE WINE ROUTE

On 170 kilometers from north to south of Alsace, the wine route crosses the most beautiful villages of the vineyard. Let us guide you through the typical streets
of these villages preserved charm where the local culture breathes authenticity.

HAUT-KOENIGSBOURG CASTLE & 1 VILLAGE ON THE WINE ROAD

Entrance to the castle in addition - 25 people maximum

Built in the XIIth century, the castle of the Haut Koenigsbourg has survived the ages and demonstrates the richness of Alsatian heritage. Nestled 757 meters,
at the heart of the Vosges forest, it dominates the wine route that winds in its feet and offers fantastic view over the plain of Alsace. After visiting the heart of
the Middle Ages, enjoy the charms of a typical village of the Wine road.

FULL DAY TOURS 8h (example of tours)
WINE ROAD TO MONT SAINTE ODILE

You will follow the Wine Route up to Mont Sainte Odile, on the steps of
pilgrims who climbed the mountain to address their prayers to Saint
Odile, protector of Alsace since the seventh century. Then continue your
circuit through the villages of Andlau and Obernai, once the residence
of the Dukes of Alsace.

THE CRESTS ROAD (SOUTH)

The circuit begins with a discovery of the battlefield «Hartmannswillerkopf»
located 950 meters in height overlooking the plain of Alsace. In the
afternoon walk in the fifteenth century in Alsace to the “Ecomuseum”,
one of the largest open-air museums in Europe, in the Mulhouse region.

THE CRESTS ROAD (CENTRE)

Discover the Munster Valley and crossing the Col de la Schlucht. This
green valley will offer you panoramas before going down to Orbey,
Lapoutroie or Kaysersberg. You can also make a visit of the battlefield
“Le Linge”, memorial of the 1st world war.

FREIBURG AND THE BLACK FOREST

Visit at our German neighbors to go to discover the old town of Freiburg
famous for its cathedral and its «Bächle», small open canals which line
sidewalks. Then we suggest you joining the heart of the Black Forest to
get to Lake of Titisee.

MULHOUSE

Discover the famous industrial city for its textile factories. Its town
hall richly decorated and its unmissable museums like the automobile
museum, the train museum, printing Museum fabrics or the new museum
the “Grange à bécanes” (bikes) will have no secrets for you.

STRASBOURG

Walking tour of Strasbourg, its picturesque districts and inescapable
cathedral. Continue with a bus tour of the European institutions and boat
tour of the area of “La Petite France”.

UNTERLINDEN MUSEUM

From now, the exhibition space of the museum is 8 000 m2.
Many masterpieces, in particular modern and contemporary art, are finally presented to the public thanks to an innovative museography. The dialogue
between the ancient art and modern and contemporary art has finally all visibility. The coherence of spaces, the perfect symmetry between the old convent
and the new construction favors this confrontation, eternal emulation enters modern and ancient.
The old convent of the Dominican of Unterlinden:
Level -1 : archaeology
Level 0 : art of the Middle Ages and Renaissance - Issenheim Altarpiece
Level 1 : decorative Arts - Arts and popular traditions
The underground gallery:
History of the museum and works of the XIXth century and of the beginning of the XXth century
The new wing:
Level 0 : years 1930-1940 - Picasso, Baumeister, Dix, Léger, Rouault, Van Velde, Chaissac, Dubuffet, Atlan, Bazaine, Bissière, De Stael, Kupka, Soulages
Level 1 : years 1950-1970 - Dubuffet, Bazaine, Debre Hantaï, Hartung, Lanskoy, Matthew, Poliakoff, Saby, Vieira da Silva
Level 2 : Temporary exhibitions - Otto Dix and the Issenheim Altarpiece 08/10/2016-30/01/2017, Schongauer 13/10/2017-30/ 01/2018

PRIVATE GUIDED TOURS & PRICES
COLMAR TOURISM PRIVATE GUIDED TOURS
Email : guide@tourisme-colmar.com
Tel : +33 (0)3 89 20 68 95
Our guides are the ambassadors of our region and put all their expertise and professionalism at your disposal with the objective to pass on you their
knowledge they update constantly attractively.
Our service guided tour is at your disposal to offer customized guided- tours approaching the history, the culture, the gastronomy, the traditions and
architectural, natural and industrial region by discovering cities and typical villages, attractions, museums and historic monuments, and picturesque
roads ...

COLMAR TOURISM BOOKING
Email : booking@tourisme-colmar.com
Tel : +33 (0)3 89 20 69 09
Our job ... organize your stay in Alsace!
Accommodation, transfers, guided tours, entertainment and excursions, restaurant and evening prime time, we answer your demands to create
discovery days and custom-made trips.
Leisure tourism and business tourism (incentives, eductour, seminar and conference), our incoming agency is a specialized of Alsace. Basel to
Strasbourg through the Black Forest, the Upper Rhine region is our zone of competence. From the essential to the unusual, our agency puts its
expertise at your service to make your stay in Alsace a total success.

LANGUAGES (other than French)
German
English
Spanish
Italian
Chinese

PRICES
BASIC PRICES

*INCREASED PRICES

Including tax

Excluding tax

Including tax

Excluding tax

1h

110,00 €

91,67 €

165,00 €

137,50 €

1h (after 8:30 pm)

150,00 €

125,00 €

225,00 €

187,50 €

2h

150,00 €

125,00 €

225,00 €

187,50 €

3h

170,00 €

141,67 €

255,00 €

212,50 €

4h

215,00 €

179,17 €

322,50 €

268,75 €

8h

330,00 €

275,00 €

495,00 €

412,50 €

Additional hour

45,00 €

37,50 €

67,50 €

56,25 €

* INCREASED PRICES: guided tours 01/01 - Easter Monday - 01/05 and 25/12

CONDITIONS OF SALE
Association de droit local - Loi 1908 N° Siret : 387 698 871 00010 Code APE : 633 ZF - N°TVA : FR 83 387 698 871
BOOKING :
The reservation becomes effective when the confirmation signed by the client before the deadline indicated has been returned to the Tourist Office of Colmar with full payment.
Any unreturned confirmation before the deadline expires will result in the cancellation of the service.
PAYMENT :
The total payment of the tour must be made at booking :
- by credit card (bank fees must be paid by the client)
- by bank transfer (bank fees must be paid by the client)
In accordance with section L.441-6 of the Commercial Code, a late-penalty of 15% is due when payment is not received on time.
CANCELLATION or MODIFICATION by the client :
All cancellations must be notified in writing to the Colmar Tourist Office.
Fees to the customer :
- 15 to 8 days before the tour : 50% of the tour
- 7 days before the tour : 100% of the tour
CANCELLATION by the Tourist Office of Colmar :
The full amount paid by the group will be refunded.
BASIC AND INCREASED PRICES :
Guided tours are invoiced at the rate inclusive of VAT (TTC).
Customers from other EU countries with an EU VAT number (to be provided when the order is placed) are invoiced exclusive of VAT (HT).
Increase for guided tours in 01/01 - Easter monday - 01/05 et 25/12 (see table of prices).
If times are exceeded, any ½ hour or hour subsequent will be paid.
Prices shown include only the performance of the guide.
For any other service (hotel, restaurant, bus transfer, cellar, museums or other, etc. ....) Do not hesitate to contact us.
If times are exceeded, every subsequent hour will be charged (see table of prices).
For a full day guided tour a lump sum of 21.96€ is charged to the customer for the guide’s lunch.
NUMBER OF PERSON ON A TOUR :
30 person maximum per guide to ensure everyone can hear the guide clearly.
15-25 person maximum per guide depending on museum.
The exact number of participants must be necessarily provided 7 days before the date of the arrival of the group.
START AND FINISHING POINTS OF GUIDED TOURS :
It is recommended to the group leader to come 15 minutes before the beginning of the visit.
The meeting is fixed by default to the Tourist Office of Colmar.
The price for guided tours is based on start and finishing points in Colmar city centre.
For visits outside Colmar, the guide is taken care of and brought back to Colmar.
In the contrary case, a lump sum, depending on distance and possible means of transport, is due in addition to the price of the tour.
DURATION OF GUIDED TOURS :
The length of the tours will be that mentioned in the confirmation.
For a full day visit, lunch time is included in the price.
Guide service time imperative begins at the time fixed for the meeting.
In case of delay, thank you to contact us immediately : +33 (0) 3 89 20 68 95 (Monday to Friday) or +33 (0) 3 89 20 69 18 (Saturday, Sunday and public day 10am-01pm)
If the guide has to wait, the wait is reflected in his service time :
- the tour may be shortened by the time equivalent to the delay - with full payment of the price of the tour
- The tour can be extended - with prior approval of the guide - the additional time will be charged based on the rates in effect
- the tour may be canceled in case of non availability of the guide - with full payment of the price of the tour
DESCRIPTION OF THE TOURS :
The visits are described in the Tourist Office’s brochure. It is an indicative content. With the client’s agreement, the guide can adapt the tour depending on the group and/or
special circumstances. On site the guide will not be obliged to accept changes the content of the tour chosen as set out in the tour confirmation.
APPLICABLE LAW - PLACE OF JURISDICTION :
French law is applicable and, in the event of a dispute and/or disagreement, the courts of Colmar shall have sole jurisdiction.

COLMAR MAP
The Tourist Office (Place Unterlinden) is not accessible by bus
Drop off bus station : Rue de la Cavalerie
Bus parking : Place Lacarre

Place Lacarre

Rue de la Cavalerie

Downloadable on www.tourisme-colmar.com

TO BOOK
Please, send all information requested below by EMail to the following address : guide@tourisme-colmar.com

SOCIETE (FIRMA, FIRM) : ______________________________________________________________________
NOM DU GROUPE (NAME DER GRUPPE, NAME OF GROUP) : _______________________________________________
NOM DU CONTACT (NAME, NAME) : ________________________________________________________________
PRENOM (VORNAME, FIRST NAME) : ______________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE : ______________________________________________________________________________
PORTABLE (HANDY) : _________________________________________________________________________
EMAIL : _________________________________________________________________________________
ADRESSE DE FACTURATION (ANSCHRIFT, ADRESS) : _____________________________________________________
CODE POSTAL (POSTLEITZAHL, POSTAL CODE) : ________________________________________________________
VILLE (STADT, CITY) : _________________________________________________________________________
PAYS (LAND, COUNTRY) : ______________________________________________________________________
THEME DE VOTRE VOYAGE (REISE THEMA, TOPIC OF YOUR TRIP) : _____________________________________________
VISITE (FÜHRUNG, VISIT) : ______________________________________________________________________
DATE (DATUM, DATE) : ________________________________________________________________________
HEURE (UHRZEIT, HOUR) : ______________________________________________________________________
NOMBRE DE PERSONNES (TEILNEHMERANZAHL, NUMBER OF PERSONS) : ________________________________________
LANGUE (SPRACHE, LANGUAGE) : _________________________________________________________________
AUTRE INFORMATION (ZUSÄTZLICHE ANGABEN, OTHER INFORMATION) : _______________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

NOM (NAME, NAME) :
DATE (DATUM, DATE) :
SIGNATURE (UNTERSCHRIFT, SIGNATURE) :

COLM R TOURISM

www.tourisme-colmar.com

